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Does Everything On This Planet Have Awareness, Rocks, Trees, Plants, The Earth? 

(March 01, 1988) 

 

Yes, they do. 

 

The earth itself is alive. The earth itself is an entity. It is why it will be cleansing itself. It is why 

The Shift occurs. Enough is enough. It is not only having a physical life but it has a spiritual life, a 

spiritual awareness, and therefore it is connected to The One, and what one does to the earth 

affects The Creator. This goes for all in The Universe, all planets, all bodies of matter, what you 

do to the earth effects all. 

 

I have been feeling guilty lately for throwing trash away, Waith. 

 

Remember that there is an actual cycling, and there is an awareness on the part of many that 

things recycle themselves. What has occurred on the earth plane, and this has happened many 

times ~ It happened in Atlantis ten thousand years ago when Mushiba and I were there ~ that 

the substances created by those on the earth plane became toxic to Planet Earth. This is what is 

occurring now, and this is why the cleansing must occur so that the planet itself can be free again. 

It will take time after the initial shift for the cleansing to be complete. And it is the reason why, 

after this particular cleansing, only entities of a certain vibration will be allowed to remain, and 

also will be allowed to enter, until the complete cleansing has occurred. And then it is off again 

to do what is done after every cleansing, and that is to build up again until it is time for another 

cleansing. It is part of The Cycle. 

 

It also enables the earth itself to increase in its vibration, for each time that a cleansing occurs the 

earth life form increases in its vibration. And this enables then the playground of earth to be 

more beneficial for those who enter to learn their lessons. So, it is not something to be viewed as 

bad or to feel guilty that you have created something like this. It is all very much a part of the 

plan, and it, in fact, serves a higher purpose by having it occur, for it means for so many on the 

plane now a greater sense of responsibility to all that lives, all that has life forms. 

 

The dirt upon which you walk has life. Its function is different from other life forms. You must 

not feel that if you walk on the dirt, you will be hurting it. This is not what is happening, but one 

must have reverence for dirt, not use it for ulterior purposes but rather to use it for the function 

for which it is here on the plane. It is when the dirt is polluted that it creates the problem. All 

have a function within the total plan. 

 

A Question From Someone Who Is Experiencing New Levels Of Consciousness 

(March 08, 1988) 

 

Several weeks ago in meditation, something very strong came to me. I have never felt that strength 

before. I was answering questions for people. The answers were just coming from nowhere. The feeling, it 
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was so wonderful, it lasted for days. I do not know who it was or what it was, but I would like to know, 

to bring it back. I have never experienced anything like it before. 

 

You, my dear, were experiencing a very tremendous jump in your level of consciousness. And 

what happened is that you went from one level of Higher Self to a very high level of Higher Self, 

and you then connected into a very different level of The Universal Consciousness. And the 

information that you were receiving was from that new level, and you were connecting with the 

Universal Mind and able at the same time to transmit that information. 

 

There is no reason why this will not continue as long as you allow yourself to let it happen. You 

will be at this level for some time, as it is all very new to you and you have much to learn at this 

level. It is a most beautiful event that has occurred, and the feeling that you have is normal for 

this kind of event. Many on the plane now are having these kinds of experiences, some not 

knowing quite what it is. And remember that as you are at a particular level, it may not be as 

high a level as someone else. However, when you move from one level to the next, you will 

experience certain types of emotions and perceptual changes in the world around you, and you 

will find that you have new knowledge and wonder where it comes from. And this is what is 

happening. 

 

When one reaches or experiences a different level of consciousness, a Higher Level, do they bounce back 

and forth between these various levels sometimes until they feel comfortable with that? 

 

Yes, most definitely. This is why we say that you are only given the information that you are able 

to assimilate, and that you do bounce back and forth until you have reached the state of 

equilibrium. And then what occurs is what has occurred with this entity where once the bouncing 

back and forth has settled down, you go into this High Level and you remain there, and you then 

do what needs to be done to feel comfortable at that level, knowing that you have already gone 

through the vacillation, if you will, for when you are seeking Higher Levels, you seek it, and there 

may be a bit of timidity there. You might go back to a level where you feel safe. However, as 

you truly grow and want to expand, you are not happy at the safe level. You want to move, to 

expand and to grow. 

 

The Collective Consciousness Of The Earth Plane Illusion 

(April 05, 1988) 

 

I have a question about level of consciousness and the earth plane in general. You have reminded us that 

~ do not worry, it doesn't exist anyway - it is an illusion. Whose illusion is it? Is it an individual or 

collective ~  

 

It is a Collective Consciousness of the earth plane energy vibration, of which you are a part. And 

when you manifest on the earth plane, you connect into that particular consciousness, and 

therefore become a part of, hooked into, the illusion, you see. The earth plane has its own types 
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of illusions. Other planes have their own types of illusions, and when you go into a particular 

plane you connect into it. You could break through that illusion with inner directedness. 

 

For example, you see a particular tangible item because the Collective Consciousness tells you 

that it is there. You can, through your meditations, in altering your state of consciousness, move 

your hand, for example, through that tangible object, for it is not there. You are not able, 

however, to do this in the normal consciousness that prevails on the earth plane. It must be in an 

altered state in order to accomplish this. This is by design, for the illusions of the earth plane are 

of a very particular reason to help you in learning your lessons and meeting your tests. They, 

therefore, are important. 

 

I have read about people that do this, and they say that it takes a tremendous amount of energy for each 

of us to uphold the illusion, that we are expending a great deal of energy upholding it, and if we were to 

conserve energy by leading a more disciplined life, we would have enough energy to shift into other 

levels of consciousness, and it is all based on energy. 

 

Yes, that is correct. It means going into what we would refer to as this altered state of 

consciousness. That is a subject for another time and we will most certainly address it. 

 

A Question Of When Life Began On This Planet, And Where It Occurred? 

(August 23, 1988) 

 

If I asked you to look back through the threads of time, would you be able to see the beginning of man's 

life on this planet? And would you be able to tell me where on this planet that occurred? 

 

The beginning of the Planet Earth is infinite, my dear, as The Universe is. The scientists have been 

given only that information which is meant for them to have. The earth plane experience has 

always been, as has all of the dimensions in The Universe. There is no beginning and there is no 

end. There is simply vibrational changes. 

 

When did man in the form that he exists on this planet ~  

 

Always. Do you understand? There has been no beginning, and there will be no end. The 

scientists currently saying that the form known as human has been on the earth plane for 

whatever numbers they are using now. We lose track from cleansing to cleansing. It is provided 

to them for lessons to be learned. The human, as it is referred to, has always been. So, we talk 

about millennia. It is just that when a cleansing occurs, what is determined by The Creative Force 

to remain and what is determined not to remain is then presented so that there are many, many, 

many civilizations, as you would refer to them, millennia ago, from the beginning of time that 

have gone through this earth plane experience. 
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It is a very particular training ground, and part of the learning experience is for the Souls currently 

incarnated during a particular time which is from cleansing to cleansing to be given certain 

knowledge and to deal with that knowledge in a way that is determined by The Creator. And so, 

when we discuss with an energy form their own past, we look at what may be, for many energy 

forms, millions of years as recorded on the earth plane. Much of what needs to be learned is 

based upon establishing a trust with The Universe. For many energies, that takes a great number 

of incarnations. It could take thousands of incarnations on the earth plane specifically. 

 

I have given out much information about the earth plane experience, and perhaps you would 

find it interesting to check the subject index and read some of that. It would give you a very 

good perspective. Your question is very good for it has not been raised before. We have waited 

for the time when it would be appropriate, for when the question is ready to be asked, it means 

that you are ready to hear it. This is why we like to have questions rather than us just coming in 

and giving you information. 

 

Why Did We Leave The Oneness In The First Place? 

(August 23, 1988) 

 

About creation, you said the Earth has no beginnings. And it is the earth plane experience that we 

perceive ourselves as separate from The Creator. All the creation myths that I have read from different 

cultures talk about something happened, a change in our consciousness occurred where we perceived 

ourselves as separate, moving away from The Creator. Did this happen? Did something happen to change 

our consciousness, or did we decide to change the focus of our attention onto something else? 

 

When an energy separates from The Oneness there is an immediate change in perspective. There 

is, what can be referred to as a loss of memory. It is all part of that which happens. It is not 

negative. It is what must be in order for the growth and the strength to occur. 

 

What occurs, you see, because you are on the earth plane now, there is an even ~ I do not want 

to say greater change, but rather another dimensional change in perception that is unique to the 

earth plane itself, so that certain information that is given to you that you absorb while on the 

earth plane is illusion. It is meant to be given to you so that that which you need to learn is 

learned. 

 

It is presented to you in such a way, and so much of this is presented in a symbolic manner. 

When, for example, it is stated that the Earth was created in six days, well, this is an illusion. It is 

a symbol to help in your understanding at the finite. For it would be, for most on the earth 

plane, difficult to understand the infinite and that the planet itself has existed for all time. It has 

existed in different forms, you see. This particular form that it takes now is appropriate for its 

vibration that it currently is in, for it is an energy form and it too is seeking its path toward 

Oneness and therefore experiences its own lessons and tests. 
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I guess I do not understand that if everything was One, why did we leave? Why did we separate? It seems 

like such a silly thing to do, to go through all of this, and all these dimensions, to get back to where we 

were. And if we were at One, do we have the Soul memory? 

 

Yes, you do have the Soul memory. And it was done just as a part of a game, my dear. 

Remember, I have mentioned to you that all of this is a game. It is all a game. Everyone has 

chosen to do this. It is a playing with each other and with The Creator. Remember that you are 

all, each of us, a part of the One. That even now, as you experience that which you experience, 

it affects everyone else, every other energy form, and it was just something to do. You know, 

there is no beginning and there is no end. 

 

So, what's to do? 

 

What's to do, really! You know, I have said so often that you all take yourselves too seriously 

and that this whole thing is taken too seriously and yet it is serious, for you are attempting to 

increase your own brightness and to get back to The Creative Force. Remember also that once an 

energy form has united with The Oneness, they can decide to start all over again. ☺ ☺ 

 

But let me qualify this so that you do not confuse that which Amelius and all those at his level 

do. Once you have become One and you decide that you want to do this again, you start from 

ground zero again. Amelius and the others like Amelius are One, and they are able to separate 

from the One and come into any dimension, into any experience and provide assistance in 

whatever way while being part of the One so that their evolvement does not change. They have 

reached Oneness and because of that and because of a particular mission that they would have, 

such as Amelius has, He comes and goes from The Universal Consciousness when needed. So, this 

is very, very different from what I have just stated, you see. 

 

It is different but it also sounds the same. Isn't it similar to the fact that The Creative Force created such a 

vast Universe that is infinite, that it was the only way that it could experience The Universe that it created, 

is by dividing itself up into all the entities that we are, and then once we have learned that we all are 

One, then we can enjoy these all at one time, and so you then have more fun at the game, if you want to 

call it that. 

 

Yes, indeed. What also occurs is that, let us say, you have chosen a specific number of dimensions 

to experience. Let us say that you did not choose the earth plane as a particular dimension, and 

you went about and did all that you had to do, and you became One again and decided, “Well, 

I will start over again. I think this time I am going to go through the earth plane.” 

 

You see, there are infinite numbers of dimensions. Everything is infinite, my children. This is the 

difficulty in the understanding of it, and it is why we are cautious in the way in which 

information is presented, for it could, shall we say, blow your circuits. For remember that when 

you are on the earth plane it is by definition a limiting plane so that you consciously do not want 
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to know certain things that are already in your soul. You have memory at the Soul Level of all 

that is. 

 

Would You Elaborate On The Big Bang Theory? 

(August 30, 1988) 

 

Regarding The Universe, you mentioned last time that there is no beginning and there is no end. It is all in 

a circle. And we start again and again. But there is this other theory, saying that The Universe was created 

on day X, where scientists say there was this Big Bang, where everything started. Could you elaborate this 

into more detail? 

 

Yes. Of course. As we have indicated in prior times, that which is allowed for information at a 

particular time on the earth plane is purposeful for lessons to be learned. The scientists, as you 

would call them, must have something concrete in which to explain the nature of things, and so 

it would appear, and it has been made that way from this end, that there was, oh, a day that 

everything started. 

 

Remember the discussion of last time when we talked about illusion, and many times we have 

talked of symbolism that is presented for an understanding of the finite mind to that which is 

infinite. There are many who would not be able to comprehend the fact that there is no 

beginning and no end. And this is all part of the learning. When one separates from The Oneness 

to travel into dimensions of learning, there is a leaving behind in the Soul memory the 

understanding of the infinite. And as one approaches the end of the journey, the understanding 

of the infinite becomes greater. The Soul memory begins to return. 

 

It would be far too incomprehensible on the earth plane for most to discuss and to understand 

the infinite, and therefore the illusion is presented that there was a beginning. And this is all 

necessary and a part of that which must be set up, shall we say, for the earth plane experience. 

And it will always be this way, you see, from cleansing to cleansing. 

 

Certain illusions are set up. And in this particular situation, it has been presented that X number 

of billions of years have been the earth plane, or the planet, and those others that surround the 

planet, that make up the earth plane, And so the illusion continues in the way in which we 

would want it to be, The Universal Consciousness. There is no one person, you might think, 

directing and saying, "We have control over this. We are setting the illusion." The illusion is 

maintained by the One, by The Universal Consciousness, and that which is deemed necessary at 

the particular time frame is what is presented. So, you have, therefore, a very finite 

understanding of that which is not. 

 

The Universal Consciousness Is Divided Into Five Kingdoms 

(July 23, 1989) 
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What results, however, is that again ninety percent of energy forms choose not to take on the 

responsibility that goes along with being the leaders, shall we say. Those who are involved in the 

dominant energy assist the lead energies in the running of The Universe. It is not easy. The 

dominant energies take very specific energy forms who are lifelines and, shall we say, groom 

them to help run the various kingdoms that compose The Universe. The Five Kingdoms at any 

moment have a series of entities managing it, so that The Universal Consciousness, you see, is 

divided then into Five Kingdoms. All is quite ordered here, shall we say, that those of you who 

have chosen to come in through the sign of Virgo would appreciate the order in which we discuss 

this. ☺  

 

Thus, The Five Kingdoms are, shall we say, divisions of the dominant energies. It is all quite fun 

actually. Those of The Angelic Force ~ as you know, The Angelic Force is comprised of two 

types of energies, those who have been of The Angelics from the beginning and those who earn 

their way into The Angelics. Those who were of The Angelics from the beginning come directly 

from the lead energies and take their direction from that source. Amelius is a lead energy. I report 

directly to Amelius. 

 

So, you are a dominant energy? 

 

No. We do not fall under that category. We do not go through that process. We are, as I have 

mentioned very early in the time that we began here, that The Angelics are of a separate support 

system, and thus, we come directly, we bypass. We are not ~ we do not have lifelines. The only 

ones of The Angelics who have lifelines are those who have not originally started as Angelics. 

 

Now, remember that given all that I have told you, that those who would come directly as 

Angelics, for example, once we have finished our time, as you refer to it, and decide to go back 

into The One, that we could come back out again and go through and be a lifeline. Also, any of 

you who have gone through and have been lifelines, once you get back into The One you can 

come out again as an Angelic, you see. Remember that we talk about eternity. What is, is, and 

that this will give you new, shall we say, food for thought about judgement and judging others, 

for you know not what they have been before or what they will be in the future, whatever that 

is, for time overlaps ~ there is no time here. It simply is. 

 

You are all a spot in the illusion, and other events occur as you ground yourselves in this illusion 

that you find yourselves. It is a story. The pages flip, and in this particular illusion of separation 

from The Oneness, you find yourselves in varying roles, for your belief in being separated from 

The Oneness is an illusion, for we are all in The Universal Consciousness. We are all not 

separated but yet we are, for you believe it to be, and thus, all that I have just told you is an 

illusion. ☺ I will take questions now. 

 

With those lifelines, I picture a spider plant, and from the main plant there are offshoots of little ones. 

Would this come close to what lifelines are about? 
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Yes. 

 

And if I unravel or want to close one lifeline, I must begin with the last one? 

 

Yes. You must begin at the bottom. You cannot do it in the middle and leave the rest behind. It 

must all be ordered up, up, up. 

 

Now those single extensions, do that all have extents of Self, individuality, uniqueness? 

 

That is correct. Absolutely. Every energy has its Self and its uniqueness and its own soul that is 

connected to The Universal Consciousness as one soul. 

 

The Law Of The One That Comes From The Universe ~ An Elaboration 

(February 20, 1990) 

 

It was a most beneficial focusing technique that you all employed as we entered the vibration. 

You are all connected with us now as we present to you information that you have heard of 

before, but we now will give more elaboration, and this is the Law of The One that comes from 

The Universe. It is greatly misunderstood by entities incarnating on the earth plane, especially 

what the Universal Concept of The One means, for it is part of the illusion of the plane to have 

the knowledge placed in ~ in a way in which you will not remember for a while until it is time 

for you to understand its concept once again. 

 

All entities are part of The One. There is no separateness. There is no such thing as being 

separate. What you do to yourself affect all other living entities. What you do to other living 

entities affects you. We have discussed this in the past. However, it needs emphasis once again, 

for as the time of The Shifting approaches there will be what appears in the illusion a greater 

separateness between those who would view themselves as on their spiritual path and those who 

are viewed as not being on a spiritual path. 

 

This is an area of danger that you all must be cautious, in remembering that you as an entity, you 

as an energy form, are a part of every other energy form. You are no better and, of course, no 

worse than any other energy. And most especially, you must keep in mind that the beauty that 

you see in yourselves as you grow in your own awarenesses is also the beauty that exists in all 

others, and that those of you entities who have separated from The Universal Consciousness are 

all working together to return. It is all a joint effort, as we might say, and that if you as a 

particular entity have progressed along your path in a more rapid manner than another entity, it 

does not make you any better. 

 

In The Law Of The One, There Are Only Gradations Of Good ~ Being Dark Is Not Evil 

(February 20, 1990) 
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It simply gives you more responsibility to assist those who would need assistance in their path, to 

help show the way, for as we spoke as we departed in our last session with you, for many it was 

the first time you heard this notion, you might say, of Light and dark. Light and dark is a 

Spectrum, and at one end is total Light and at the other end is total dark. And all of you are on 

The Spectrum or the path returning to the ultimate Light and depending upon where you are on 

The Spectrum determines whether you are considered Light or dark to other entities. And as I 

said to you upon departure, you are all dark to those of The Angelic Force, for we are at a 

particular point in The Spectrum. However, what I failed to mention to you so that it would give 

you something to think about is that Amelius views those of The Angelics as dark. And it is not 

evil ~ this is the misconception. 

 

We have spoken so often of the dark and the Light. In The Universe, in The Law of One, there 

can be no evil. There is no evil. There is only good. There are variations and gradations of good, 

but all good, and it is only where you are on The Spectrum, for you can only be totally Light 

when you are One and have returned to The Universal Consciousness. And thus it is all relative, 

you see. And while we indicate that there are tremendous battles that occur between the Light 

and the dark, remember the concept we gave you of the order in which the Light and the dark 

work with each other, and that you will not do battle with one of the dark that is not at the 

same level as you. 

 

God, As The Universal Consciousness 

(March 10, 1991) 

 

Regarding the God-Spirit. Am I correct in thinking that possibly the physical body of the God-Spirit is The 

Universe? 

 

We would, so that there is an understanding of the terminology in which we use as compared to 

others from other sources that come through on the plane, the use of the word God is used in 

many different vocabularies, and we refer to that which is called the God as The Universal 

Consciousness. Thus, it is the same, you see, just so that you would understand that we use this 

word as our frame of reference for the information that we provide. 

 

The Universal Consciousness is pure energy, you see, and energy as The One, which is The 

Universal Consciousness, that which is all that is, has no form. Once an energy becomes separate 

from The One, or The Universal Consciousness, it takes on an encasement, you see. Even energy 

out of The One, while it is referred to as spirit, is still an encasement, not quite as restrictive an 

encasement as you find your energies now in, for on the earth plane, once again, it is a very 

definite type of encasement. Other training grounds have other types of encasements for the 

energy. 

 

Thus, the premise from which you present your question is accurate in that even as we speak to 

you, we are in an encasement, you see. Not the physical encasement of Mushiba but rather our 
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own energy, and when each of you leaves the encasement of the earth plane and goes into 

another dimension, you are still in some type of encasement ~ physical, being an earth plane 

word in which you describe the phenomenon of having a stricture around, you see. 

 

I consider God is maybe like the solar system ~ the entity that would cause us to be in the physical, like a 

molecule, and beyond that, an atom ~ then, the solar system. At some point then, God is the solar system 

because that is the vastest. 

 

Understand that The Universal Consciousness, The One, is that which is all of us. We are all a 

part of The One, and we are all connected to The One. When there is movement out of The 

Universal Consciousness, it simply means that we have moved out of The One, but we are 

nonetheless still connected, and that each energy has their own, shall we say, agenda, or plan, in 

which they have determined how long essentially, they will stay out of The One. And we have 

indicated numerous times in our Public Sessions that what occurs essentially in The Universal 

Consciousness is that we get bored, you see. There is nothing to do, and so we jump out, and we 

come out to play. And we may come out to play for eons upon eons, and then return to 

eventually come back out again, or we may come out for a very short period of time and then 

return. 

 

When we are out of The Universal Consciousness, it is simply energy. As it is understood in the 

thought process of the earth plane ~and, once again, this is only one of the training grounds ~ in 

order to maintain some type of understanding, there is the breaking down of what is essentially 

layers of energy that create that which is the whole energy. And the way in which we refer to 

these energy fields from a spirit level would be the levels of consciousness. 

 

And thus it is, when there is the earth plane consciousness in which you all find yourselves, that is 

where the focus, the core of the energy, is at that particular time. When you are in another 

training ground, then that conscious level takes on a different dimension. When you go into an 

altered state of consciousness, be it light meditation, or the sleep state, or very deep meditation, 

or you leave the encasement while it is still incarnated, to travel about, you then have different 

levels of awareness. When we speak of the Higher Self we speak of the various levels, 

infinitesimal levels, of consciousness. 

 

When you refer to the molecule, the atom, etc., you give perhaps an earth plane's concreteness 

to a concept that is most difficult for the average scientist on the plane to understand. From a 

spirit level it is really quite simple, yet the earth plane, because of its scenario, its purpose, is to 

create complexity out of simplicity, you see. 

 

So, what you are saying is, no, we are not atoms of the molecules of God? 

 

We are all in various layers of energy, you see. 
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Yes. The God Consciousness whose physical Self is The Universe. 

 

The Universal Consciousness of which all of us are a part, we make up The Universal 

Consciousness. Without us there is no Universal Consciousness. It is simply the realization that 

there is in actuality no creation, for always has there been. There is, therefore, as you would call 

it, no death, for it is simply that energy goes into another dimension. Energy moves back and 

forth out of The Universal Consciousness which has always existed. It has always been. 

 

Thus, creation is very unique to the consciousness of the earth plane and the illusions that are 

maintained on the earth plane in order to give a sense of beginning and end, which is what the 

earth plane's scenaria are all about. It is only when you reach a certain level of awareness while 

encased on the earth plane, that you begin to understand that there is something far greater than 

that which is presented as an illusion. At that point, the concept of beginning and end begins to 

blur and there is, then, the understanding, or at least the beginnings of an understanding, that 

there is no beginning and there is no end. Thus, the use of the circle, and this is The Universal 

Consciousness. 

 

What I am asking is, is the physical body, what we know as God, The Universe? 

 

If one would use the physical body of the earth plane as the standard in its understanding, then 

you could say that The Universal Consciousness is that which embodies The One which is thought 

in many vocabularies to be referred to as God. 

 

What Is Meant By The Biblical Statement That Man Is Given Dominion Over The Earth? 

(August 06, 1991) 

 

You must understand that much information that came through at points in time on the earth 

plane were meant for certain behaviors to be implemented, and that the information has been 

interpreted by The Human Kingdom and not interpreted correctly. Thus, there is the attitude that 

The Human Kingdom has dominion, and that indeed the male gender has dominion. And its 

statement that God is a man is all part of that which is to be dissolved in the new awarenesses. 

The only dominion that occurs over another is Self over Self. That is all. No other energy has 

dominion, as it is defined on the plane, over another. The Universal Consciousness is all of us. It 

is not held in dominion over anyone. If it were, then it would simply be an indication that we 

are in dominion over ourselves. 

 

Doesn’t it also refer to service rather than superiority? 

 

Yes, of course, for by being ~ by having the understanding that all are One, then if you would 

indeed want to grow yourself and improve and strengthen, then it is only natural, then, that you 

would Be of Service to Others, for Being of Service to Others means you are of Service to Self, 
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and when you are of Service to Self, you grow. And when you grow, you are of Service to Self 

and to Others. 

 

How Long Has The Earth Been In Existence And Was It Created? 

(August 18, 1991) 

 

The earth has been a training ground since The Universal Consciousness formed itself. There is no 

time as measured by The Universal Consciousness. The frames of reference on the plane currently 

for scientists work with time. It is what the illusion presents for frames of reference. Into The 

New Illusion, there will be completely new evidences that the evolving scientists in The New 

Illusion will have to play with. ☺ 

 

What Is The Primary Purpose For A Soul To Enter Into All The Kingdoms To Return To The One? 

(October 01, 1991) 

 

All the kingdoms that a soul can enter into in the return to The One, what would be the primary purpose 

of all of that? Is it growth for The Universal Consciousness as a total energy? 

 

Ah, actually, it is not anything so high minded as that. It is simply to play ~ quite, quite simply. 

And in ~ understand, however, in the context of The Universal Consciousness, all is lighthearted, 

and in The Universal Consciousness there is no illusion. And thus, it is lightness and, as you would 

call it, play. And again, as many of you have experienced, when there is nothing else to do but 

play, it gets boring, as we have said. And thus, moving out into a kingdom presents, then, an 

opportunity to strengthen, yes, but The Universal Consciousness needs no strengthening. It is 

strong within itself. 

 

It provides, however, simply a different type of playground, a playground in which there 

becomes then the illusion of responsibilities and work, and it ~ understand, this is not to be 

meant in a frivolous way as we speak it, but it is something to do. This is why we say so often to 

all of you, not to take yourselves seriously, but rather, that which you have come onto the plane 

to do, your path, that is to be taken seriously, for it is your job, as best described in earth plane 

language. But in the scheme of all that occurs, it is part of a game that all play. 

 

No one energy has superiority over another. There may be higher points of advancement that 

enable an energy in any kingdom to have a greater strength and a greater power, and that is all a 

part of the illusion, to see, then, what the energy will do with that, whether they will use this in a 

spiritual context, or not, and then it is the path back to The Universal Consciousness, back to The 

One. And when return to The One has occurred, there is a time in which the energies now 

merged have this, simply stated, conversation. They compare notes, you see. In The Universal 

Consciousness, all energy are friends. 
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When they start this game, though, they cannot cash in their chips and go home until they follow through 

with what they have promised to do, right? 

 

That is correct. 

 

I am just checking to make sure the rules have not changed. 

 

No, the rules have not changed, my love. There are exceptions to the major truths of The 

Universe that are a topic for a future session, but not at this time. 

 

Why Does Anyone Leave The One, Just To Go Back To The One? 

(December 03, 1991) 

 

Last month you gave a discussion of why souls and entities leave The One and go on their path, or how 

they do it with different levels of enthusiasm. Why does anyone do that? What does the past entail, and 

what was the benefit of it, if we are just going back to The One? 

 

We get bored. It really is as simple as that. There would be many, and it is dependent upon the 

level of your understanding and awarenesses, that would try to place some very heavy 

philosophic underpinnings to what this is all about. And there really is not. We have a 

responsibility from our end to play out the role that we have taken, for all have a role, and that 

is given, that each has come out of The One, that we have our jobs to do, and so, at times, we 

present to you a seriousness and diligence, as if all of this mattered, and then, of course, we are 

on record as indicating that it all does not matter. And thus, we give further complexity to an 

issue that is quite simple. 

 

Being in The One is very boring, and being in The One is not being in The Universal 

Consciousness. The Universal Consciousness is an illusion that was created by The One. There is 

nothing, you see. There ~ energy is an encasement. Energy is an illusion, and thus, we would 

have nothing to do. We would all just be hanging out there getting on each other's nerves. ☺ 

This way we can give form to that ~ (Words inaudible due to laughter) get on each other's nerves. 

 

What Happens If We Stray From The Path That We Has Planned With Our Guides Before Entry 

(December 03, 1991) 

 

You said before that before we come into a new incarnation, we plan our growth out with our guides. If 

something were to happen where we get caught up in the illusion and we go away from the plan, would 

the Angelic guide do something to get us on path, or would the Soul in cooperation with the Angelic 

guide do this? 
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The answer to that can be yes, yes, no, no, maybe, maybe. There is no clear-cut response to that, 

for it will depend on many other factors. When an energy begins to lose sight of its path on the 

earth plane, that in itself may be necessary as a lesson to be learned, and the Angelic would not 

interfere, nor would the guides interfere or even attempt to give guidance, for it may be 

necessary and may indeed have been discussed before entry that there was a high probability that 

within the illusion of the Planet Earth, there would be a straying from the path. 

 

It is so easy to become caught up in the illusion, and if this happens, it happens. It does not in the 

ultimate end cause damage. The ultimate end is that, eventually, you return to The One. It may 

take you an untold amount of time versus another to do it. However, that does not matter, for 

once you get back in The One, you are going to jump right back out again anyway. So. it is 

simply, not to place it in a frivolous manner, the response that we give is that it is situational. and 

not for an energy to become obsessed with following the path, for you may feel that you have 

the path. but indeed, you have not, and perhaps by your perception of not following the path 

and going into another direction, that is in fact your real direction. Put another little glitch into 

the old formula, did not we? ☺  

 

That is why, dear loved ones, it is so critical to connect with the Higher Self, to receive the 

answers from Self. We serve only as facilitators to give you information about what exists, and 

many variations on the theme, as you might say, as our dear one’s question has presented, and as 

each of your questions have in some way presented variations on the theme. It would be far too 

easy for all of us who give information from higher sources to get the definitions correct. We all 

give you a standardized format, if you will. That would take all the fun out of it. Thus, we serve 

as teachers, and teachers have their own styles of teaching and accommodate the learning styles 

of those who fall under their teaching responsibility, and as students, you are free to choose your 

teachers. 

 

In The Beginning, Why Did We Choose To Leave The One? 

(January 07, 1992) 

 

Boredom. ☺ It is as simple as that. We have talked of this before and it simply is that when there 

is no beginning and no end, you know, you must do something with all this time. And, you 

know, contentment, when there is nothing to do except just hang out, as you might call it, with 

no challenge, for energy likes challenge, we all decide to leave The One at various points. 

 

Each Time We Come Out Of The One, Are We The Same, Or A Different, Energy? 

(January 07, 1992) 

 

Technically, once there is a return to The One, there is a merging, and from that merging is 

absorption, which means that the energy no longer has an identity or a personality. And we say 

that as a theory, as a concept that exists. Oftentimes, however, because of the playfulness of all 

energy and the ability to control your own destiny, for all of us, you know, are a part of The 
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One and there is ~ we all decide what we all are going to do, essentially, you know, as 

disheartening as that might be to some who are ego centered. 

 

Now, what can happen, you see, is that a great deal of nagging occurs, with The Lead Entity 

being the one who is nagged at, that they want to come out and do the same kinds of things, but 

they want to use the same energy and the same vibration as they had before. Well, you know, 

that is boring, too. That is. like, why bother coming back out if you are going to come back out 

the same way? You want to have a different energy, something more challenging. However, 

permission is given in many cases for energies to come back out with the same energy that they 

went in with. Or many times, they will be given the same energy that they came out with, not 

what they returned with, so that they indeed do it all over again. 

 

Oh! 

 

Not a pleasant thought, is it? 

 

If we lose our identity when we go in, how do we remember what we were after we come out again? 

 

Yes, you see, The Universal Consciousness stores all knowledge, eternal knowledge, and there is a 

little box, as best as we can describe it, that contains all the knowledge of a particular vibration. 

And thus, you have access to that as an absorbed energy. You simply go around, and you look, 

and you sense a certain type of box is meant for you, for there is the ultimate knowledge, you 

see, even though there is merging and absorption. 

 

You ultimately, once you are back in The Universal Consciousness, you have the knowledge of 

all. And thus, you would have the knowledge of Self even though there is no identity, there is no 

personality, there is no ego in the energy, for there is no form to it, but there is the resource of 

the knowledge. And it is really quite simple. You know, you know all when you are back in The 

One. You know all that has occurred. And that may seem confusing, but as you think it out, 

hopefully, it will become clear. For some, it will not, but it is something to be worked on. 

 

We are ready now to depart, and in our next session we will speak more specifically of 

connections with Planet Earth as they relate to the physical and the spiritual being that you find 

yourselves involved in. And thus, we will take questions relating to that topic in our next time 

with you. 

 

What Happens In Your Spiritual Quest When You Return To The One? 

(April 05, 1994) 

 

After returning back to The One, if you leave The One again, do you pick up in your spirituality quest at 

the same point, or start all over? 
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Return to The One means that the particular quest has been completed and all of the agendas 

that were taken on from that time of leaving The One have been completed, and the entire 

scenario has been played out as it was chosen and planned. Once an entity returns into The One, 

then it becomes absorbed into that greater energy, and all then becomes part of The Universal 

Consciousness ~ all of the experiences. 

 

Now, as we have indicated in the past, when we have spoken of why entities even want to leave 

The One ~ where it appears to be so peaceful and secure ~ and our response of course is that it 

is boring being in The One and that it is much more fun to come out and play, and that once you 

have gone back into One, you can either simply stay there or come back out again and start a 

brand new scenario that has absolutely nothing to do with what you did before. 

 

This is the usual situation, for with eternity, you know, there is simply no concept of time. It 

simply is. And the comings and goings are what give substance to what you would call time 

frames, that when you leave The One, there is the beginning, and when you return to The One, 

there is the end. However, there is no beginning and no end, but only that context when 

perceived outside of The One. 

 

The Universal Consciousness, however, stores all of the experiences that have ever been by each 

entity, and when you return to The One, you store that information in The Universal 

Consciousness. And when you come out of The One again, you take on an entirely new soul. 

You are brand new, as if you had never been, even though your experiences from the past 

sojourn outside of The One have those experiences stored in The Universal Consciousness. So, 

you start fresh ~ each of us. 

 

For example, you may choose to have a short time outside of The One, perhaps as you would 

place it in earth plane time frames, two hundred billion years of earth plane time references, 

meaning of course no reference in other dimensions in the same context. You take on, oh, let us 

say, ten of the infinite number of training grounds that are available to journey onto ~ the earth 

plane being one of those ~ and that you do all of the different things that you have chosen from 

The Menu of experiences that are available. And perhaps you decide to play in The Animal 

Kingdom and The Angelic Kingdom and The Human Kingdom, and perhaps those are the only 

three that you choose, and when you have finished and done all that you set out to do, it is time 

to return to The One. When you come back out again, you may decide to not even come onto 

the earth plane. You may go into some of the other training grounds where other types of 

encasements are available for experiences. 

 

Now, of course, each entity has the ability to tap into The Universal Consciousness, so that the 

availability of that information is always present, and that The Universal Consciousness contains 

the information that has always been, and always will be, and so that at some point, at a higher 

level of understanding, you will be indeed tapping into your own memories that came from 

another time when you were outside of The One. 
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However, you are not bound to those as you are when you take on the Soul upon leaving The 

One to journey outside The One. You are bound to those soul memories and those soul 

experiences for the journey. Once the journey is complete, so too is the boundedness. 

Boundedness? Is that a word? The binding that exists between the levels of consciousness, the 

Soul, the Higher Self, and the current illusion in which you find yourself. So, it is a continuous 

journey into The One and out again, and in and out. This is the way of The Universe. 

 

Does The One Ever Enter A Phase Of Dormancy, As In Sleeping, A Dream? 

(April 05, 1994) 

 

Well, you know, The One is actually a dormancy in its own reality. The One is not meant to be 

an active energy, The One is actually the illusion of nothingness. Nothingness, of course, is an 

illusion also, but it is the only way in which we can give you the concreteness, the frame of 

reference that would show you a return to and a departure from. Dormancy is the state in which 

The One presents itself so that there is a sense of safety. 

 

When an entity is about to return into The Oneness, there is a final sense of what you might call 

trepidation as return is about to occur, And if you, for example, saw or sensed The One as being 

very active and full of all this energy, there would be a sense of hesitancy to return into it, for at 

the point you are ready to return, you have balanced to the point of now going into your final 

balancing, and thus, there is a sense of calmness and peace within your entire energy. 

 

Thus, you must perceive then that what you go back into is also aligned with your sense of 

calmness and peace and not jumping about with all of these energies, much like you might think, 

here is a bag ~ this is the encasement of The One ~ and inside the bag are all these energies that 

have returned, and they are bouncing all around and they are all excited and they are playing. 

This is simply not the case. So yes, it does appear to have a dormancy, but it is a permanent state. 

It is not something that occasionally occurs. This is the way that it is. 

 

Viewing From The Angelic Realm, Is The Mass Consciousness Movement Rapid Or Slow? 

(April 05, 1994) 

 

Well, you know, rapid is a relative term. For us to say that something is rapid or slow would 

require us identifying a very specific frame of reference, so that you would all be understanding 

movement in the exact same way, which of course is an impossibility, for each perceives 

movement in a very different way. We would respond to you that the movement of Mass 

Consciousness flows in the way that is appropriate for the particular illusion that it is in. Each 

illusion that is on the earth plane from time frame to time frame has a different flow of what you 

call time. And The Mass Consciousness is connected to that flow, so that rapid or slow is not the 

issue, but rather, the issue is that it moves, you see. There are some illusions on the earth plane in 

which Mass Consciousness does not move. It stays as it is. 
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The particular illusion in which you all find yourselves now that is rapidly concluding, and with 

The Shift will bring in The New Illusion, has been in a state of nonmovement of The Mass 

Consciousness for approximately one half now of its time on the plane. When it first began, there 

was movement, as it needed to be. At approximately one half of its time frame, approximately 

what you would call five thousand earth plane years ago, it slowed down and then it stopped. 

This is appropriate for this particular illusion. It is not unusual. It was meant to occur so that The 

New Illusion that is about to play itself out on the plane would have the appropriate startup 

energy, for The New Illusion is a very intense illusion. 

 

The New Illusion will last approximately twelve to fourteen thousand earth plane years, and it is 

one in which there are similarities to The Atlantean Illusion, though there are significant 

differences. And we have not in our time in speaking with you all given much detail of The New 

Illusion, but have indicated that it would be appropriate when the time was right to begin giving 

information about The New Illusion and what to expect. 

 

The Mass Consciousness, when the earth shifts on its axis, will be propelled, much as you would 

view a rubber band that has been pulled back and held in place, that has in it what you would 

call a rock perhaps. When it is appropriate, and the stretching has been completed, and it has 

stood motionless, and its energies have caught itself up ~ perhaps as you would say catching 

your breath ~ the earth will shift, and at that moment of shifting, The Mass Consciousness will be 

catapulted into a new energy that will give it an acceleration that will bring it approximately 

three quarters of the way into The New Illusion that is about to occur. 

 

During that time, there will be the appropriate rising of the consciousness, for at the time of an 

illusion change there is much returning to The One. And there are many who, at the time of an 

illusion change, who are on the earth plane ~ and this is, of course, particular to the earth plane 

~ who are in a position to go through the opening, if you will, that exists instantaneously 

between illusions that bring you into The One. It is an escape hatch, as best as we could describe 

it. It is available in such an instant time frame that many are not aware that it is there. Those who 

have gone through illusion changes are very aware that it is there, and if they missed it the last 

time around, oftentimes, they deliberately come in at the time of an illusion change so that they 

can catch it, because they found out about it the last time. It is a very well-kept secret, and yet it 

is not secret. It is simply an awareness that is not known to many. 

 

What occurs then is that with such a tremendous shifting in where energies find themselves at an 

illusion change, be it back in The One, or simply out into another dimension, until The New 

Illusion settles in and they can return, there is a tremendous changing in the way in which 

consciousness is developed. And what is felt now on the earth plane is simply a stagnation. And 

there is a sense, however, among many, of this stirring up of a new consciousness. 

 

All that means is that all of those energies who have returned back into The One will now place 

their experiences in the memory banks of The Universal Consciousness ~ as we had earlier 
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responded to the question ~ and that The One then has all of this new information, new 

experiences, to add to its files, if you will. And therefore, the consciousness that is available to the 

masses ~ its own consciousness ~ has expanded, and there is now the desire to plug into that 

consciousness, and thus, there is much movement. 

 

Whether it is rapid or slow movement is dependent upon your own point in your path. If you 

have taken on an accelerated path in which you will be learning your lessons in a rapid manner, 

then the rapidity of your own path coincides then with your abilities to plug into The Mass 

Consciousness and to also aid in its own movement, you see. If you are taking on a very slow-

moving path, then it would be appropriate that it would be a slow consciousness that develops 

in The Mass Consciousness through your energies. So, The Mass Consciousness simply reflects, 

overall, the rate of progress of each entity, for The Mass Consciousness is simply the summation 

of each entity. 

 

Is There A Supreme Being Who Is Monitoring These Nonrelated Entities? 

(October 08, 1995) 

 

If it is true that there is no elite entity making environmental changes on the earth, then is there a supreme 

being who is monitoring these nonrelated entities, putting too much energy infusion too soon causing 

earthquakes, flooding, and earth shifts more than the earth can handle and it might cause an explosion? 

For example, if you pump too much air into a tire, it explodes. Someone has to monitor how much goes 

in, otherwise it explodes. What is to prevent the earth from exploding from too much infusion of energy 

of nonrelated entities? You have to have a supreme being, I would think, that could control what each 

one infuses so that it would not be more than the earth can handle at any one time. 

 

The Universal Consciousness controls all. There is no such thing as random. There is no such thing 

as unrelated. Everything happens as it is supposed to happen. End of discussion. 

 

What Is The Point In All This If We Are Just Going Back To The One Anyway? 

(May 07, 1996) 

 

Going back to my point of why we all have to bother going through this. If we were all One with God to 

begin with, and then supposedly we are like sparks of God, I guess we are going through this for the 

greater glory, or to bring greater glory to God. 

 

There is no glory involved here ~ we are bored! ☺ 

 

We are content, One with God, and then here we are trying to heal Self on our way back, to be kind to 

everybody on the way, I mean this is like a bother. 

 

But, you see, when you are in The One, there is nothing to do! It is boring! It is boring. Think 

about it in your own lives here. When things are going really very smoothly, you look around 
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and say, "This is much too calm. Poof! Let’s go find something to do." Energy, as a composition, 

requires movement. In the Universal Consciousness, there is no movement ~ it is static. It IS. We 

have said this so often, the Universal Consciousness IS. Do you know how boring it is to be IS? 

And thus, we come out onto the playground, and you may want to reference the year in which 

we spoke of PLAYTIME ON THE EARTH PLANE (See transcripts for year 1993). It is a playground. Out of 

the Universal Consciousness, everything is a playground. 

 

So, just like you said, do not take things too seriously. 

 

Ah, so you see this is part of our GUIDELINES ~ Be Joyful, Be Serious. You have to have a balance. 

You cannot be floating around, for there is a seriousness of purpose to return to The One. 

However, it is to Be Joyful at the same time, and certainly, not to take anything seriously. We 

have mentioned before that there is an abort button. At any point in your journey outside of The 

One you can push that button and go right back in. Of course, you have to get the permission of 

your entire Energy Circle, but that is another discussion. ☺ We would reference you to our 

discussion on The Energy Circle. (See transcript 04.07.1992) 

 

So, you see, this is all that it is. It is simply a game, and we are all in it together. As Jacques so 

eloquently stated, we are disjointed, and we fill in each other's disjointedness ~ thus making 

unity. We are all out and separate, and yet we are all One and together. 

 

When Returning Back To The One, How Long Do You Usually Stay There? 

(May 07, 1996) 

 

Do we all return to The One when we leave here? 

 

Some may when they leave the earth plane, but others may just be beginning their journey with 

the earth plane. The earth plane is only one of many, many, many training grounds ~ but you 

could. You could push that abort button wherever you are ~ at any point in your journey 

outside of The One ~ and go right back in. But you would get pretty bored. Let me reassure you 

and you would do it again. It has been a proved fact, yes, indeed. 

 

How long do people usually stay in The One? 

 

Not very long! 

 

Not very long. You mean they work all this time to get there, then they leave? 

 

If one would put time to it, yes. But since there is no time, as you know it on the earth plane, 

then it really is not even an issue, simply movement. And that is what energy is, MOVEMENT. 
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Energy must always move, must flow. When it does not flow, problems are created. When it 

flows, there is ultimate power ~ for Self. 

 

We will, in this technique that will be given to you, be working with energy. We will ~ he is just 

going to learn of it now ~ be involving (Name) in this technique, for he has very good 

understandings of energy. And he is working with Mushiba in energy work, so he is moving into 

that wonderful world of working with Mushiba. 


